Developmental aspects of stance regulation, compensation and adaptation.
Recordings of electromyographic (EMG) leg muscle activity, head and joint movements and platform torque were taken in healthy subjects within three age groups (approximately 6, 10 and greater than 22 years) standing upright upon a sinusoidally moving treadmill. The sinusoidal frequency was randomly changed between 0.5, 0.33 and 0.25 Hz, while the amplitude of the deflection was constant (+/- 12 cm). During an adapted sinus, forward inclination of the body at the posterior turning point was associated with a slowly increasing tibialis anterior and decreasing gastrocnemius activity, while straightening of the body at the anterior turning point was associated with a sharply increasing gastrocnemius and decreasing tibialis anterior activity. The angle of forward inclination was greatest in the groups of children and was dependent upon both the sinus frequency and the child's height. The presumed programmed adjustment of the body inclination was such that the net effect of both inertial and gravitational forces acting on the body coincided approximately with the axis of the body at the posterior turning point. Changes of sinusoidal frequency were followed by compensatory responses, the amplitude of which depended upon the velocity of the body's displacement and the height of the subjects. In all three subject groups the response latencies were significantly shorter at the posterior turning point for the gastrocnemius response to a change from 0.5 to 0.25 Hz (105 ms for children and 119 ms for adults) than for the tibialis anterior response to a change from 0.25 to 0.5 Hz for which the values were 162 and 169 ms, respectively. This difference could be attributed to the forward inclination of the body at the posterior turning point which requires an earlier onset of compensatory extensor activity in order to maintain equilibrium. Adaptation to a new sinusoidal frequency occurred within 4 cycles following a change in sinus frequency. The phase shifts between treadmill position and the biomechanical and EMG signals that occurred during the adaptational process suggest that the position of the body's centre of gravity is the variable controlled by the programmed leg muscle activation. In young children the phase shifts during adaptation were absent, which may contribute to their greater instability. It is concluded that posture is continually adjusted in such a way that the resulting torque acting on the body during the treadmill movement becomes minimized. For this regulation load receptors in addition to the classical afferent impulses from visual, vestibular and muscle stretch receptors could play a major role.